A. Union Street Video Analysis at King St & Union St

What are the major complaints/concerns at this intersection? We’ve noticed a few possibilities:

1. Are pedestrians concerned about...
   (RANK TOP 3 CONCERNS)
   - ____ Crowding on crosswalks?
   - ____ Crowding on sidewalks?
   - ____ Being hit by a motorist?
   - ____ Being hit by a bicycle?
   - ____ Being hit by a bus/trolley or truck?
   - ____ Waiting too long to cross the street?
   - ____ Motorists or bicyclists not yielding?

2. Are bicyclists concerned about...
   (RANK TOP 3 CONCERNS)
   - ____ Getting hit by a motorist?
   - ____ Hitting a pedestrian?
   - ____ Having to stop at the stop sign?
   - ____ Not having a separated space from motorized traffic on Union or King?
   - ____ A pedestrian jumping in front of them?
   - ____ Crowding on the approaches or in the intersection?

3. Are motorists concerned about...
   (RANK TOP 3 CONCERNS)
   - ____ Hitting a pedestrian?
   - ____ Hitting a cyclist?
   - ____ Not having the right-of-way?
   - ____ Waiting too long at the intersection?
   - ____ Traffic backing up onto surrounding streets and intersections?
   - ____ Not having southbound through access on King Street?
   - ____ Having to stop at the stop sign?
   - ____ A pedestrian jumping in front of them?

4. Overall, are the concerns regarding...
   (RANK TOP 3 CONCERNS)
   - ____ Safety?
   - ____ Comfort?
   - ____ Tension between users?
   - ____ Time to get to destination?
   - ____ Confusion about right-of-way?

Did we miss something? Please tell us.
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
B. Delivery Truck Activity Questions

What are the major complaints/concerns with delivery trucks on Union Street?

(RANK TOP 5 CONCERNS)

_____ Trucks make too much noise
_____ Trucks blocking street
_____ Trucks being on the street
_____ Trucks make it unsafe
_____ Type of truck (please specify) ___________________________
_____ Trucks are unsightly
_____ Presence of trucks at a certain time (please specify) ________________________
_____ Truck drivers are aggressive

Did we miss something? Please tell us.

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Do you have any other comments regarding topics discussed at today’s meeting?

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________